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VISION  
 
The Leadership Academy seeks to empower students to be lifelong learners as 
well as tomorrow’s family, community, and business leaders. We are a 
community of students, parents, teachers, school staff, and community members 
dedicated to the belief that the students are the focus of all planning and 
curriculum, that all students have potential, and that all students, given proper 
support and mentoring, will be successful. While part of the LA, students will 
actively learn to develop the individual strengths, skills, and leadership abilities 
that will remain with them through life.  They will leave Kennedy ready to face the 
challenges of higher education and ultimately a career that will reward their 
abilities and education. 
 
The LA will seek highly qualified and motivated faculty that shares its vision and 
goals. The staff will see themselves as co-learners with the students and as 
collaborators with parents and community members. In order to enhance student 
opportunities, the faculty will be available to the students, parents, and to 
professionals in the larger community. Weekly and monthly “team” meetings will 
be forums for monitoring, planning, and decision-making by all the stakeholders, 
including the students. At all times, the LA focus will be what is best for the 
students. The ultimate goal of mentoring and collaboration is the creation of a 
college-bound culture. 
 
Students will each develop a personal growth plan for academic achievement, 
career development, and community leadership. They will build their academic, 
communication, critical thinking, and collaborative skills through the curriculum 
and a wide range of outside experiences, in order to achieve their goals. 
Students will take responsibility, accountability, and ownership of their education 
by setting timetables and benchmarks for progress.  Working with their 
counselor, students will develop and monitor their Individualized Graduation 
Plan. 
 
The LA will offer a standards-based instruction, embedded throughout the 
curriculum, fulfilling the A-G, UC, CSU, or any additional college entrance 
requirements, along with LAUSD graduation requirements.  The LA curriculum 
will include a common Advisory period, cored English and Social Studies periods, 
and cross-curriculum instruction. Counselors, teachers, and all stakeholders will 
continually work with students throughout high school, providing opportunities, 
such as the sponsorship of college or career fairs, guest speaker leaders from 
varied fields, and college visits. In this way, students can make informed choices 
about their postsecondary options.   
 
Stakeholders will be involved in all budget decisions, where support for student 
learning will have priority. The Academy budget will support instruction with the 
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purchase of necessary supplies for classroom learning. Funds will also be given 
to enhance student opportunities through workshops, conferences, and 
leadership training. Attendance at conferences in relevant subject areas by 
faculty members will also be encouraged.  
 
Through the active encouragement of faculty, parents, and other stakeholders 
collaborating in harmony, the three elements of LA—academics, leadership, and 
community—will ensure the success of all students. 
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IDENTITY  
 
The Leadership Academy (LA) will distinguish itself through its focus on 
leadership and academic strengths school-wide. The LA will prepare students to 
be tomorrow’s leaders by providing them the opportunity to learn, practice, and 
utilize a wide range of experiences. Through these experiences, students will be 
college-ready as well as empowered and encouraged to become leaders in their 
families, communities, and careers. The LA faculty and staff, with classrooms 
located in one section of the campus, will guide each student through the 
process of developing his or her personal philosophy of leadership. 
 
LA will have a lead teacher working closely with a Leadership Advisory 
Committee made up of representatives of the parents, students, faculty, 
counseling and school administration. Following LA’s vision of creating life-long 
learners and leaders, the stakeholders will work collaboratively to make decisions 
regarding community safety, student conduct, budget, scheduling, and 
enrichment. All academy members, including students, their parents, and 
community partners, will be able to clearly communicate LA’s vision and goals. 
 
All LA students will be required to take part in rigorous and relevant courses to 
meet their needs.  LA will expose its approximately 400 students to college life by 
taking them on guided tours of colleges and universities in Southern California at 
least once a year. Through this experience, students will have the opportunity to 
interact with college professors, admissions officers, and particularly, current 
college students, who may serve as role models and inspiration. Upon 
completion of a college visit, students will create a presentation to inform 
students in other small learning communities on campus about the college and 
its admissions process. In this and other activities, such as an annual college and 
job fair, academy members will work to enhance the larger Kennedy community 
of learners. 
 
The faculty, staff, and students of LA will recruit students in the ninth grade, to 
join the academy in the tenth grade and to remain there for the rest of their high 
school years. The administration will collaborate with the small learning 
community by assigning LA students to common LA advisory homerooms. There 
students will receive guidance and counseling on intrapersonal and interpersonal 
issues. After completing their first year with LA, students themselves will become 
an integral part of recruitment, making presentations to students in the Freshman 
Academy. At the same time, parents, who will already be an integral part of 
academy life through joint efforts to improve student achievement, will be active 
recruiters among the parents of potential new students. It is LA’s belief that the 
academies own students and their parents will be its best ambassadors to 
communicate LA’s vision and goals. 
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Students in LA will also share common Advisory homerooms led by mentor 
teachers from the academy faculty. LA will schedule students to take their core 
academic classes together at least four periods a day. A rigorous curriculum and 
continuous assessments will insure that students are making progress toward 
their academic and career goals. All LA members will be exposed to a variety of 
collaborative activities where they will develop their leadership abilities. The 
students will then be encouraged to provide leadership to the larger school.  
Thus, as they participate in the academy experience, they will emerge as 
motivated young men and women providing strength, focus, and leadership, first 
to Kennedy itself, and ultimately to the larger community. 
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EQUITY AND ACCESS  
 
The Leadership Academy will be open to all students. LA teachers and, as years 
go on, LA students will actively seek ninth graders interested in both learning and 
leadership to join our academy.  There is no selection process, and all students 
are welcome. 
 
Once constituted, LA will consist of diverse groups that include English Language 
Learners, students with special needs, as well as gifted students.  We will 
actively recruit students who otherwise might not consider joining Leadership 
Academy. On becoming part of the academy, all students will be treated equally.  
Personal needs, modifications, and accommodations will be addressed and 
provided.  Not only does this mean counseling, mentoring, and activities for those 
whose intellectual abilities need more stimuli, but it also means counseling, 
mentoring, and activities for any who are falling behind in achievement. Students 
will routinely attend a common advisory homeroom period, before- or after-school 
tutoring, peer mentoring from other students, and opportunities for outside 
learning.  These will include college classes, summer study, or internships. Equal 
treatment and access are essential to the academy’s basic purpose, to meet 
individual student goals. 
 
Special Education: 

• Fully included 
• Needed accommodations and modifications 
• Inclusion specialist 
• Team teaching 
• Student-generated IEP goals 

 
Students with special needs will be fully supported with the appropriate teaching 
requirements as designated in the student IEP. An inclusion specialist will ensure 
that modifications are provided and may team-teach with the content area 
teacher.  LA students will have an individualized goal plan that will determine 
their own goals for their individual IEPs as well. Students and teachers will be 
taught about learning disabilities, and LA will actively encourage students to be 
sensitive and respectful of differences.  We will seek partnerships with colleges 
and universities so that students with IEPs can transition smoothly from high 
school to college. LA will be dedicated to meeting all student needs, whether 
physical, academic, or emotional, in order to improve the high school experience. 
 
English Language Learners 

• ESL 1& 2: course offering 
• ESL 3 & 4: fully included 
• Needed accommodations and modifications 
• Team Teaching 
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• Student-generated goals 
                   
English Language Learners will receive the support of an inclusion specialist in 
their core content classes.  Students will identify what linguistic goals they plan to 
meet each semester; this will be part of the individual plans that all LA students 
develop. Teachers will utilize scaffolded instruction and SDAIE methodologies in 
all classes. 
 
 
Gifted Students 

• Honors and Advanced Placement Courses 
• Student-generated goals 
• Opportunities for expanded learning 
• Mentoring 

 
Classes will include AP courses offered in English, science, social studies, 
mathematics, and foreign languages for 10th, 11th, and 12th graders.  In addition, 
Honors courses will be available to students in the same disciplines. These 
courses will be available to everyone, in the belief that all students benefit from 
high expectations and the academic rigor that truly prepares them for college. 
Gifted students, however, will be encouraged to take honors and AP courses.  
 
LA will also seek outside opportunities for all students to expand their intellectual 
horizons. These might include college classes, taken after school or during the 
summer, field trips, or internships. At the same time, the academy will develop a 
mentoring program.  As these students are mentored by selected college staff or 
business people in the outside community, they themselves will mentor younger 
students in the academy. 
 
Decisions on access, course programming, and curriculum will be made by the 
stakeholders, meaning parents and students along with faculty and school staff. 
Stakeholders on the LA Advisory Committee, its prime decision-making body, will 
frequently analyze and review the accommodations, courses, and opportunities 
offered so that any needed adjustments can be made. Student progress and test 
results will also be studied, to make any necessary changes or arrangements. 
 
LA will follow clear guidelines to meet the needs of struggling students. Students 
who are falling behind or failing to achieve will first be counseled by an LA faculty 
member, usually the student’s common advisory homeroom teacher, who 
already acts as a mentor. Since the teachers meet regularly to analyze student 
achievement, that teacher will be aware of the student’s progress in all classes. 
Further steps will include parental involvement, counseling by the academy lead 
teacher, and other teachers to consider how to address the student’s needs. A 
LA Student Study Team, formed of faculty, staff, parent, and student, will 
ultimately meet to devise a plan for improvement. The process will be student-
centered, so that the student becomes an integral part of both the plan of action 
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and a timeline for improvement.  Tutoring will be available, with parents and 
students informed of the times, days, and locations. Parental contacts will be 
frequent, not only to encourage continuing family involvement, but also to 
address any questions or concerns. 
 
 The Leadership Academy will be located in a clearly designated, accessible 
space on campus. We will seek to hire staff members who are also well trained 
and committed not only to student learning, but also to making education 
meaningful for everyone. 
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PERSONALIZATION BENCHMARKS 
 
Personalized learning requires educators to meet the student’s academic needs 
by offering flexible options for engagement and learning.  Academic needs are 
met through developing students’ voices to express themselves, providing a 
sense of belonging, and strengthening their skills to succeed.  Most of all, 
students must develop individual creativity and imagination. In order to empower 
students to succeed in learning the required rigorous curriculum, LA will help 
students assess their personal and academic goals and then develop the 
interests and talents to meet them.   
 
To assist student education, LA advisors and counselors will join forces with 
parents and students to personalize the students’ support system in the following 
ways:   
 

1. LA teachers are assigned individual students.  Students will see 
these teachers daily in a common advisory period for informal 
conferencing, but will also meet individually at least once a month 
to discuss progress and academic challenges. While the entire 
stakeholder group will be geared to address student needs, the 
mentor teacher will provide the vital first link in developing a caring, 
supportive relationship. While each student will be known by all the 
teachers, this mentor teacher will remain the primary contact for the 
student, and for that student’s parent, to address any needs or 
concerns.  This teacher will strive to meet with parents twice a 
month to build and strengthen that relationship.  
 

2. During common planning time, staff will review students’ progress 
using current data – attendance, grades, work samples, CSTs, etc. 
– in order to support student academic success.  Staff will modify 
curriculum as needed, assist one another in interdisciplinary ways 
as appropriate and design extended learning opportunities that 
serve the needs of the students.  For example, if the students need 
additional support in a course that is not supported with after-school 
tutoring, our SLC staff will seek funding to provide that support.  In 
addition, students who are advanced and/or proficient will be 
teamed with students who need extra support.  It will be critical, 
however, that intervention within the school day take place so that 
teachers reteach in different ways and provide additional 
opportunities for students to gain mastery of the identified course 
standards 

 
3. Students performing below advanced or proficient level will be 

encouraged to enroll in tutoring classes.  Students found to be low 
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performers in a particular class will be monitored on a weekly basis 
until their grades improve to a proficient level or better. 

 
4. An after-school study hall, monitored by a rotating group of 

academy teachers, will provide all academy students with a place 
to congregate and focus on academic improvement.  

 
5. Regular meetings-- including weekly faculty conferences, monthly 

Advisory Committee sessions, and “coffeehouse” get-togethers with 
parents, students, and administrators, will strengthen relationships 
that are focused on ways to best meet students’ personal needs. A 
monthly “open house” at the end of each progress report period will 
allow further interaction. 

 
6. Opportunities for parent volunteering activities will foster positive 

involvement and interaction.  For example, LA will sponsor a Parent 
Career Day involving as many parents as possible to inspire 
students and honor the occupations of all parents. 

 
7. A LA page on the Kennedy High School web site will be designed 

to show what is unique about the academy and the students’ 
special talents. We will encourage parents to interact with the 
website so that it is a vehicle whereby we can communicate with 
our parents and they can communicate with us. 

 
   

To differentiate instruction, teachers will gather information about each student in 
order to personalize learning. During advisory period, each student will take a 
series of personality, leadership and academic inventories so that we can 
accurately personalize learning.  To make the content relevant to as many 
students as possible, the curriculum will be geared toward student career 
interests and goals. Standards-based lesson plans will include career 
connections whenever possible.  For example, in World History, we will examine 
the role of careers in creating history and the skills needed for those careers.  We 
will emphasize that as history changes, so do the skill sets needed for success. 
Student-centered curriculum planning, focusing on student strength, and 
providing student choice, will encourage responsibility and thus maximize student 
learning. To differentiate instruction, teachers will not simply base student 
assessment on test scores alone. They will be aware of diverse learning styles 
and provide assessments based on multiple intelligences. For example, students 
will respond to projects that elaborate on content standards and make 
connections to the real world. These could be in-depth projects, oral 
presentations, interviews, or experiments. 
 
Standards-based classes will go into depth to apply previous learning. A 
chemistry class, for instance, would incorporate at least one unit from the biology 
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standards, and a physics class would build on the chemistry curriculum.  The 
final project in most of the science classes will reinforce that cross-curricular 
connection.  Students will thus be provided with a glimpse of a real-life 
application beyond high school. This type of project requires students to also 
make the connections to college or educational requirements—in other words, 
life beyond high school-- in science or other fields.  Students are to elaborate on 
what they have learned in class and expand their horizons. 
 
Students themselves, based on advisory conferences with the counselor, 
individual mentor teacher, other faculty, and parents, will complete a vision 
statement of goals, along with a timeline for completion.  They will maintain a 
personal portfolio, kept in the common advisory homeroom, to highlight progress.  
In this way, high school life will have a focus, and not be experienced in a 
vacuum. 
 
The academy’s Leadership Advisory Committee will meet monthly. The 
members, made up of LA’s lead teacher, parent and student representatives 
from each grade level, as well as representatives from the school’s counseling 
office and administration, will actively assess student progress based on the 
most up-to-date academic and behavioral data, identify areas needing 
improvement, and take steps to implement any needed changes. They will plan 
outreach activities to involve other parents, including an academy-wide 
conference twice a year.  At these biannual meetings, the larger stakeholder 
group will be presented with the most recent data on student achievement, and 
have input into decisions to ensure student success. 
 
Teachers, along with the advisory committee, will also be responsible to expand 
opportunities for student learning. These may include offering of college classes, 
taken after school or during the summer, as well as field trips to business or 
government institutions in which students have expressed interest.  Students will 
be surveyed in order to identify the interests, and the academy will then act on 
them. LA will also build relationships with community groups and business 
professionals, first to develop a mentor program between individual students and 
outside role models, and then to develop possible internship opportunities. As 
these students are mentored, they themselves will mentor younger students in 
the academy and the larger school community.  In this way, LA will not only 
provide the student a personalized, rather than impersonal, high school 
experience, but also will show students how to become a caring, involved 
member of society. 
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STANDARDS-BASED BENCHMARKS 
 
The curriculum of the Leadership Academy will meet district graduation and 
university admission (A – G) requirements. All courses will follow the state 
content and performance standards and integrate the school ESLR’s. We will 
offer CTE aligned courses in the area of Public Services Industry Sector  

A. Human Services Pathway  
B. Legal and Government Services Pathway  
C. Protective Services Pathway  
 

In addition, we will offer Advanced Placement, Honors, and SAT Preparation 
classes to prepare all our students for higher education and careers. In addition, 
opportunities to take additional classes will be offered before and after school 
(the zero and seven periods). 
 
Each year, the curriculum will be modified, based on student needs. As we work 
on the course schedule for the school year, we will offer advanced and honors 
classes as the best way to motivate and prepare students for the college 
experience. Teachers will meet weekly during common conference periods or 
weekly lunch meetings. Here they will plan academy-wide projects and parent 
outreach activities related to academics. They will review student work, test 
scores, address concerns over individual student problems, and identify 
solutions. The goal always will be to examine the data, embrace it, and use it as 
a tool for change, to improve student performance. 
 
            10           11          12 
English 10 American Lit. /Contemp. 

Comp. 
 
Advanced Placement 
English Language 

Expository Composition 
 
Advanced Placement  
English Literature 

World History U.S. History Gov./Econ. 
Biology 
 
Advanced 
Placement 
   Biology 

Chemistry 
Advanced Placement 
   Physics 
Advanced Placement 
   Biology 

Advanced Science 

Geometry or 
Algebra II or 
 

Geometry or 
Algebra II or 
Or advanced 
mathematics 
 

Advanced mathematics 
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CTE Pathway 
Introductory Course 
Constitutional Law 

 
Concentration Course 
Criminal Justice/Policies 
& Procedures 

 
Capstone Courses 
Criminal 
Law/International Law 

CTE Course 
ROTC 
General Clerk: 
Municipal Govt. 

Legal Asst: Terminology Legal Asst: Office 
Procedures  

 
The Public Service sector provides a foundation for secondary students in the 
government, public administration, public safety, legal and human services 
industries.  The pathways emphasize processes, systems and services related to 
serving the public’s interest.  The knowledge and skills are acquired within a 
sequential, standards-based program that integrates classroom, laboratory and 
project and work-based instruction as well as internship, community classroom, 
work experience and cooperative career technical education.  The CTE Pathway 
will be available to those who can fit it into their schedules.  Interdisciplinary 
connections focusing on leadership and careers in the public sector will be made 
in the core classes, however, so that all LA students are exposed to career 
information and needed skills.  
 
For example, in a cooperative learning group in a Social Studies or English 
course, students will conduct a mock trial of a criminal case utilizing their 
knowledge of proper courtroom procedure and rules of evidence.  The trial will 
illustrate an ability to formulate precise questions and present convincing 
arguments. 
 
Another example of an assignment focusing on leadership and the public sector 
pathway will involve all LA students through the advisory period. LA students will 
lead the annual “Shoebox Drive,” an event that assists people living in 
developing countries, by organizing and collecting school-wide donations 
gathered in shoeboxes filled with school and hygiene items. Students will 
research and write a paper including maps of one of the countries where the 
shoeboxes will go.  The students will include personal notes to the children who 
will be receiving their shoeboxes.  Students will research current events in one or 
more of the destination countries and share their findings with other classes. 
 
LA will also review students’ CST scores and district assessment results to 
evaluate and measure each student’s progress. After reviewing the results, the 
math department, as well as English and Social Studies faculty members, will 
meet to discuss how to improve the students’ weak areas. 
 
In Math courses, for example, students in the LA will take mid-chapter quizzes 
and chapter tests, and complete a unit project. For example, LA students will 
work together to make three-dimensional polyhedrons demanding analysis, 
critical thinking, and collaboration. Geometry students will also complete a 
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tessellation project. After studying the properties of polygons and 
transformations, this concept allows students to look at faces, edges, vertices 
and construction of polyhedrons. 
 
In English, students will focus on thematic units that can promote cross-curricular 
instruction.  A tenth-grade unit on persuasion, for example, will include a debate 
on issues or conflicts covered in 10th Grade World History, and the unit on 
exposition can require a Power-Point presentation on contagious diseases 
covered in Biology. As 11th graders read 20th century American Literature, 
students will divide into Literature Circle groups to read and then analyze how 
modern novels express historical issues. Using the LAUSD District Instructional 
Guides, students will write persuasive essays and then use their arguments to 
engage in classroom debates.  Students will research, write and then debate 
questions such as: 
 

 “Should there be restrictions on the length of time elected officials can 
serve in office?”   

 “Should governments require citizens to carry identification cards?” 
 “Should the “three strikes” law be repealed?” 

 
It is important that LA students have multiple opportunities to engage in public 
speaking; therefore, in addition to standards-based assessments, students will 
deliver oral presentations on technology-based projects, not only to their classes 
but also at special parent-community forums, designed the showcase their 
academic work.  
 
LA students with special needs and English Language Learners will be fully 
supported within the SLC. Students with special needs will be placed in classes 
with co-teachers. To meet the needs of struggling students, daily and weekly 
reports will be sent home to inform their parents and seek their input. We will also 
offer after-school tutoring in all subjects for struggling students.  
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ACCOUNTABILITY & LEADERSHIP BENCHMARKS 
 
At Kennedy High School, each administrator oversees one small learning 
community. LA will closely collaborate with this administrator as well as the 
principal. LA will also have a Leadership Advisory Committee, whose members 
will include an administrator, lead teacher in charge of LA, counselor, 1 – 2 
teachers, 1 – 2 students, and 1 – 2 parents.  We also will have a career advisor 
and college counselor who will work to benefit all school learning communities.  
The career advisor and college counselor will help to plan a job and college fair 
at our school that also will benefit the other SLCs. The lead teacher and the 
counselor will take responsibility for ensuring that students are taking the 
appropriate classes in order to complete A-G requirements for UC admissions, 
and also to make adequate progress toward graduation. They will also work hard 
to offer the right classes for LA when the master calendar decisions are being 
made. 
 
LA teachers will play an important role to prepare our students for higher 
education. The majority of our teachers in LA has completed or is in the process 
of completing training in differentiated instruction and authorization to teach EL 
students. Our teachers will work and meet weekly to ensure that our students 
progress toward higher education and develop leadership skills. They will work 
collaboratively with other SLCs and district staff for the success of our students.  
The teachers will help the counselor and job advisor to plan the annual job and 
college fair and various field trips to colleges and businesses. Teachers, in 
collaboration with the lead teacher and counselor, will evaluate CST and district 
assessment test results as well as students’ grades in order to plan, prepare new 
resources, or make necessary adjustments to build on student successes.  
 
Parents and students serving on the advisory committee will have a voice in all 
decisions. They will also help with various activities, such as the job and college 
fair or volunteer activities, and planning field trips.  Parents will be involved in all 
the decisions regarding their student’s behavior and study skills.  Students will 
help to recruit upcoming 10th graders for the following year, by visiting 
homerooms and talking to the students about LA. 
 
Lead teacher responsibilities will include budgeting funds, planning trainings, and 
developing the LA matrix. The LA lead teacher will collaborate with the 
department chairs to develop a mutually agreed-upon, student-driven master 
schedule for the APSC’s review and input.  The LA lead teacher will also assist in 
organizing and facilitating meetings, completing paper works, planning activities 
and field trips, as well as providing support to and communication with teachers, 
parents, students, counselors and administrator. 
 
All decisions made will be aligned with LA visions of leadership and higher 
education. Parents’ and students’ opinions and concerns will be welcome and 
encouraged. The advisory committee will meet monthly to further the educational 
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and leadership goals of LA students. We will allow equal opportunity for all 
students to participate, meet graduation requirements, and prepare for higher 
education and employment in positions of leadership. 
 
LA members will work diligently to assist our students in working collaboratively 
with other students. At both the end and beginning of each year, the advisory 
committee will evaluate successes or failures of LA and plan new strategies to 
improve our ability to serve our students. 
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COLLABORATION, PARENT & COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT BENCHMARKS 
 
 We believe in collaboration with parents, community members, local colleges, 
universities, as well as businesses and agencies involved in public services.  
Parents will be included in the decision-making process and the implementation 
of our program.  At the beginning of fall semester, a parent packet, including all 
the necessary information, will be sent home.  The Leadership Advisory 
Committee minutes will be posted on the LA web page. Finally, an annual survey 
will be given to parents and students, in order to gain insight into their needs and 
wants.  To further encourage parent involvement, the survey will be available in 
English and any other languages, based on our population. In addition, LA will 
analyze student data from periodic assessments, CST and AP exams.  Faculty 
members will have monthly meetings, time to pursue professional development, 
and a common planning period. 
 
LA will facilitate the development of a collaborative relationship with community 
leaders and public service professionals.  We will invite them to our campus to 
conduct workshops, hold assemblies, and coordinate exhibitions. These 
partnerships will support student preparations for post-secondary career 
opportunities.  We will implement a leadership program that promotes student 
involvement in campus and community activities.  Staff will attend professional 
development sessions on CTE partnerships, parent/community relationships and 
collaboration within a professional learning community. 
 
LA members will be engaged in numerous activities that will include: 
 

 SDAIE training and workshops 
 AVID training and workshops 
 Content area conferences 
 AP Workshops 
 GATE conferences 

 
LA will work closely with various support services including: 
 

 After school tutoring center 
 College and Career Center (preparing students for college, helping 

students  and families to make post-secondary plans, helping students 
with the college and financial aid process) 

 Kaplan Company (providing students with CAHSEE preparation 
activities) 

 Tele-Parent (providing  technology-based communication with parents) 
 Student peer tutoring 
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Teacher, parent, community and career professional engagement is of 
paramount importance to this academy, because it is only with this involvement 
that individual student needs are met.  
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT BENCHMARK 
 
The Leadership Academy’s plan incorporates the district’s mandate to assess 
student data and instill academic rigor. It is aligned with state and district 
academic goals. 
 
A central feature of LA will be teacher collaboration through weekly meetings. 
Here teachers will plan projects, outreach activities, and field trips that meet 
student interests. They will not be afraid to try new things or to experiment with 
new ideas. The meetings will be collaborative and open to parents and students. 
Results will be shared at the regular meetings of the stakeholders on the 
Leadership Advisory Committee.   
 
At their weekly meetings, teachers will also review test data, identify academic 
problems, and determine student needs.  At the same time, they must also 
determine what they need to achieve student improvement.  They will make 
modifications or adjustments to instruction as necessary. The results will be 
shared with students and parents to obtain their input and suggestions. 
 
To add to their expertise, teachers and counselors will engage in professional 
development as much as possible.  The academy’s lead teacher and 
administrator-in-charge will attend training activities when they are made 
available, and other faculty members will attend institutes or workshops designed 
to provide resources and support to small learning communities.  Teachers will 
also take part in events focused on their individual academic disciplines. 
Advanced Placement teachers, for example, will have taken workshops offered 
by the College Board on weekends or during vacations. Others will attend 
conferences offered by national English or Math teaching organizations. Other 
valuable learning opportunities are offered through District and school specialists 
on best teaching practices with English Language Learners and Special 
Education students. Any of these will be open to parents and community 
partners. Due to the special focus of this academy, LA teachers will also engage 
in leadership skills training to integrate that into all classroom instruction. Some 
leadership opportunities, such as the Youth Summit, will be open to students, 
and others to parents as well. The ultimate goal of all such training will be to 
provide the best for our students, so that they stay motivated, focused and 
organized, during their time in high school, in college, and throughout life. 
 
Workshops and conferences: 
 

 AVID  Institute 
 Character-Based Citizenship® Winter Institute 
 Computer Using Educators (CUE) 
 California Association of Teachers of English (CATE) 
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 California Mathematics Council Conference 
 John Hopkins Institute 
 College Board workshop on vertical teaming 
 SAT Preparation 
 Criminal Law training seminar 
 Asset training 
 Conference on Information Technology 
 Clay Roberts, Developmental Assets: 
•  Building Developmental Assets in School Communities 
•  Deepening Asset Building in School Communities 

 


